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Abstract Consider the problem of sequencing n jobs with general precedence constraints on a single machine to 

minimize total weighted completion time, which is NP-complete. However some class of problems can be solved in 

polynomial time, i.e .. the problems whose precedence constraints are trees or series parallel. This paper proposes an 

O(n4) algorithm for implementing a decomposition procedure due to Sidney. It also shows that if each decomposed 

sub graph is series parallel, then the problem is solved in 0(n5
) running time, even if the whole graph is not series parallel. 

1. Introduct'ion 

Consider the following scheduling problem. A set of jobs J
1

, J
2
,···, I n , 

with each J i associated a positive processing time Pi and a weight wi ' are to 

be processed \dthout preemption on one machine. Furthermore precedence con-

straints < among jobs are given. J. < J. means J. must precede J .. Given a 
1- J 'Z- J 

feasible schedule, the completion time C. of job J. is well determined. The 
'Z- 'Z-

objective is to find the optimum sequence minimizing the weighted sum of the 

completion tines, '\ r: 1 W.G., under precedence constraints. 
L 'Z- = 1- 1-

Smith [9] proved that, with no precedence constraints, the optimum se-

quence could be obtained by ordering the jobs according to nonincreasing order 

of w./p. ratio. For the r.Rse in which precedence constraints are trees (by the 
1- 'Z-

transitive reduction), Horn [3] and Sidney [8] gave O(n log n) algorithms. 

Furthermore Lawler [5] gave an O(n :Log n) algorithm for the case in which 

precedence constraints are series parallel. However, when precedence con-' 

straints are general, Lawler [5] proved that the problem is NP-complete. For 

the problem, Sidney [8] gave the following decomposition algorithm, which can 

produce the optimum sequence. 
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Sidney Decomposition Algorithm 

Step 1. Identify the opt.imum initial set I* maximizing (L • I Wi)/(L . I Pi)' 
1.-E ·~E 

where I is an initial set, Le., some of jobs plus all predec.assors 

of them. 

Step 2. Schedule the members of I* and remove I* from the whole of remaining 

jobs and go back to Step 1. 

For implementing Ste,p 1 of Sidney algorithm Lawler [5] gave an algorithm 

with running time bounded by a polynomial in the length of the input, which 

means Step 2 is NP-complete. However the computation time of Lawler algorithm 

(in Step 1 of Sidney algorithm) depends on the ranges of Pi and Wi (it is 

O(n 3log p*w*) where p* = max Pi and w* = max wi), moreover Pi and Wi are re

stricted to integers. In order to improve these drawbacks an alternatlve al

gorithm is proposed which runs in O(n4) time. Namely, the alternative algo

rithm is superior to Lawler's in that it does not require the integralIty of 

Pi or Wi' nor does the running time of it depend on the ranges of Pi or Wi' 

Hence it can be shown that if precedence constraints with respect to each I* 

are series parallel, then the optimum sequence is obtained in O(n5) running 

time. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. First we briefly r,eview 

maximwn closure and fractional programming in Section 2. Then we propose the 

alternative algorithm of finding the optimum initial set I* in time O(n4) in 

Section 3. Then we discuss the complexity of it in Section 4. Finally a sim

ple example is worked out. in Section 5. 

2. Maximum Closure and Fractional Programming 

The object of this paper is to maximize (L . I W')/(L . I p.) over all 
1.-E 1.- 1.-E 1.-

the initial sets I. If the objective function is not fractional but linear, 

then the problem becomes that of finding the maximum closure of a graph (see 

Picard [7] for details). On the other hand, if the above maximization is taken 

over all non-empty subset.s of jobs, disregarding precedence constraints among 

them, then it is reduced to the ordinary fractional programming problem (see 

Dinkelbach [1] for details). Consequently we review maximum closure and frac

tional programming. 

Let G=(N,A) be an acyclic directed graph where N is the set of nodes (1), 

(2), ... ,(n) and A the set of arcs connecting these nodes. A closure of G is 

defined as a subset of nodes Y such that if a node belongs to Y, then all its 

successors also belong to Y. If with each node (i) is associated a real 
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number mi , then the maximum closure y* of G is defined as a closure of maximum 

value, where the value of a closure Y is defined by L . Y m •• 'Z-E 'Z-
Picard [7] demonstrates that the problem of finding a maximum closur(~ of 

a graph G is equivalent to solving the maximum flow problem in a network :Eormed 

by the graph (J with infinite capacities on its arcs, a source linked to each 

node (i) such that m.>O by an arc of capacity (+m
i

) and a sink linked from each 'Z-
node (i) such that m.<O by an arc of capacity (-mi ) . Consequently, the maximum 'Z-
closure probl,:m can be reduced to that of finding a maximum flow in the network 

formed as above. 

Now we turn to the following fractional problem: 

maximize (L . X a.)/(L . X b.) 'Z-E 'Z- 'Z-E 'Z-

where X is a non-empty subset of n objects (1),(2), ... ,(n), positive ai and 

positive b. are assigned to object (i). Dinkelbach [1] gave the following al'Z-
gorithm of solving the fractional problem posed above (Step 1 in Algorithm 1 

below is modified slightly in order to start with a good initial value). 

A 1 gorithrn 1 

Step 1. min. 1 2 a.lb. and proceed to Step 2 with k=l. 'Z-= , , ... ,n 'Z- 'Z-

Step 2. Solve the following problem: 

and denote the solution subset of objects by X
k

• 

Step 3. If F(qk) = 0, then Xk is optimum, otherwise compute qk+l = (L iEX]: ai) 

I(L ,,' X b.) and return to Step 2 after setting k to k+l. 
"E k 'Z-

Lerrrna 1. Let q*=max (L . X a.)/(I' . X b.), then the following holds: 'Z-E 'Z- 'Z-E 'Z-

(1) If qk < q*, then F(qk) > O. 

(2) If qk = q*, then F(qk) = O. 

(3) If qk > q*, then F(qk) < O. 

(4) F(ql) ~ 0, (since min '-1 2 a./b. ~ q*). 'Z-- , , ... ,n 'l- 'Z-

(5) ql <q2< ••• <qk< •.• ~q*. 

(6) L iEX. (ai - qk+lbi) =0. 
1< 

Proof: Gee Dinke1back [1]. 0 

Remark 1. For the latter discussion, if X
k 

= cl> (empty set) for qk' which 

is forbidden here, we define F(qk) = O. 
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3. Alternative Procedure for 1* 

Let G=(N,A) show job J. as node (i) and a precedence constraint ~r.< j. 
7.- 7.- J 

as arc (j,i) in order to correspond "predecessors" in the scheduling problem 

to "successors" in the maximum closure problem, Le., in order to identify an 

initial set I with a closure Y. (Note, in Algorithm 2 described later" the 

relation J. < J. is shown by arc (i ,j) as usual.) 
7.- J 

In order to find I* we modify Algorithm 1 as follows. Replace a. and b. 
7.- 7.-

by Wi and Pi' respectively. Let X be a closure (possibly empty) of G. 

The above modification derives the maximum closure problem where a real 

number m. = w. - q, l). is associated with each node (i). As mentioned above, 
7.- 7.- K: 7.-

this problem can be reduced to that of finding a maximum flow in the correspod-

ing network. As soon as a maximum flow in the network with respect to qk is 

found, the solution subset Sk (corresponding to Xk at Step 2), which is a max

imum closure with respect to qk' is at hand, for the minimum cut with respect 

to source s and sink t is ({s}uSk,{t}uT
k

) where Tk=N-S
k 

[7]. Though at 

Step 2 an empty set is excluded as a solution, the solution subset Sk is now 

allowed to be empty. He~.ce for qk such that F(qk) < 0 if an empty set :ls ex

cluded, we have F (qk) = 0 if it is allowed. (See Remark 1 of Algorithm 1.) In 

other words if qk > q*, then we have F(qk) = 0 instead of F(qk) < O. For qk such 

that qk < q* there must bE' non-empty solution subset Sk since F(qk) > 0 from 

Lemma 1-(1), however it is possible that Sk becomes empty from the nature of 

ZabeZing method due to Ford and Fulkerson [2], which finds the minimum cut 

"nearest" to source s [2, Theorem S.SJ. In order to circumvent such difficul

ty, it is sufficient to reverse directions of all arcs and to interchange 

source and sink. Now we delineate the algorithm of scheduling all jobs. 

Algorithm 2 
Step O. 

Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Step 5. 

Construct graph G which consists of n nodes {(i)} corresponding to n 

jobs {J.}, source node s, sink node t and arcs {(i,j)} with infinite 
7.-

capacity corresponding to precedence constraints {J. < J .}. 
7.- J 

Set ql to max w . ./p. where the maximization is taken over nodes without 
1. 7.-

predecessors. Proceed to Step 2 with k = 1. 

Compute m. = w. - q, l). for each (i). 
7.- 7.- K: 7.-

For each node (1:), augment the graph G by arc (s,i) with capacity 

(-m.) if m. < 0 and arc (i,t) with capacity (+m.) if m. > O. 
7.- 7.- 7.- 7.-

Find a maximum flow of the augmented graph and its corresponding min-

imum cut ({s} uSk,{t} uT
k

). 

If F(qk) = L . T (w. -qkP ') = 0, then go to Step 6 setting I* to Tk , 
7.-E k 7.- 7.-

otherwise compute qk+l = (L iET
k 

wi )/ (L iET
k 

Pi) and go to Step 2 
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after setting k to k+l. 

Step 6. Schedule the jobs in I* and remove I* from G. If the resulting gTaph 

G is empty, halt. Else go to Step 1. 

Lemma 2. For ql determined at Step 1, 

ql s (I iEI* wi)/(I iEI* Pi)· 

Proof: Since I* is a non-empty subset and the node determining ql is an 

initial set, we have the lemma. 0 

Rema rk 2. Step 6 is easily implemented by the 0 (n log n) time algorithm 

due to Lawler if the sub graph corresponding to initial set Tk is series pa"ral

le1. Otherwise, a heuristic due to Morton [6] can be used. 

4. Number of Operations 

In this section we establish an upper bound on the worst-case running 

time for Algorithm 2 in the case where PJ~ecedence constraints with respect to 

each I* are series parallel. 

Theorem 1. Let ({s} u Sk,{t} u T
k

) and ({s} u Sk+1,{t} u T
k
+

1
) be the mini

mum cuts at the kth and (k+l)st iterations of Algorithm 2, respectively. Then 

if qk+l"q*, Tk+1 is a proper subset of 'rk , or !Tk !-12!Tk+1!' where Ix! de

notes the cardinality of the set X. 

Proof: Let N partition into four subsets: A=Sk nSk+l' B=SknTk' 

C=T
k

nSk+
1

, and D=T
k

nT
k
+

1
, see Fig. 1. We first show by contradiction that 

B" <p. 
Since now T

k
, but not Sk' corresponds to X

k 
of Step 2 of Algorithm 1 ( 

note the directions of arcs), Tk=CuD maximizes I(Wi - qkPi). Hence it fol

lows that 

which results in 

(1) I . B (W. - qkP.) sO. 
'!." '!. '!. 

Similarly, since Tk+1 = BuD maximiz,:s I(wi - qk+1Pi) ' it follows that 

which results in 
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Since q* > qk+1 > qk «5) of Lemma 1) and Pi> 0, we have 

From (1), (2) and (3) we have a contradiction. Hence B = c/> is obtained. 

This implies Tk~Tk+1' F'rom (1), (6) of Lemma 1 and qk+1"q*, however, we have 

I . T (w. -Q1+1P') > 0 
~E k+1 ~ K. ~ 

and 

I . T (w. - Qk+1 P ,) = O. 
~E k ~ ~ 

Hence Tk =Tk+1 is impossible. Therefore Tk :>Tk+1' or 1Tkl - 1;:: ITk+1 l . 0 

Sk r 

s k+l A C 

L+1 B D 

Fig. 1. 

Since 1 T 11 $ n, the preceding Theorem 1 implies that the number of itera

tions of Algorithm 2 for obtaining each I* is at most n. The computationally 

most expensive step among Steps 1 though 5 is Step 4 requiring O(n3) per ite

ration. (Note, algorithms of finding a maximum flow can run in O(n3) time. 

For example see [4].) 

From what has been m'~ntioned above each I* is obtained in time O(n4). 

In additon since 1 I* 1 ;:: 1 and Steps 1 and 6 are negligible as compared with 

Step 4, the optimum sequence of n jobs is obtained in O(nS) time if precedence 

constraints with respect 1:0 each I* are series parallel. 
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5. Example 

Consider the following problem 18]: 

p 1 = 5, P 2 = 8, P 3 = 3, P 4 = 5, PS = 3, P 6 = 7, P 7 :; 6, W i = 1 for i:; 1 ,2 , ... , 7 , 

~<~,~<~,~<~,~<~,~<~,~<~,~<~,~<~. 

Algorithm. 2 proceeds as follows: 

Step O. G is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Graph G. 

(k = 1) 

Step 1. ql=max{wl /Pl' w2/P2}=max{l/s, 1/8}=1/s. 

Step 2. m
l 

=0, m2 =-3/s, m3 =2/s, m
4

=O, ms=2/s, m6 "'-2/s, m7 =-1/s. 

Step 3. Flow network is shown in Fig. 3. 

Step 4. Minimum cut is ({s} uS
l

,{t} uT
l

) where Tl = {(1),(3)}. 

Step 5. F(Ql" 1/5) = L iETl (Wi - Q1Pi) = 1nl +m3 = 2/5. Q2 = (Wl +W3)/(Pl +P3) 

= 1/4. 

(k", 2) 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

ml '" -1/4, m2 '" -1, m3 = 1/4, m4 '" -1/4, ms = 1/4, m6 = -3/4, m7 '" -1/2. 

See F'ig. 4. 

We have ({s}uS
2
,{t}uT

2
), where T

2
={(1),(3)}' 

165 

Step 6. The optimum sequence of I* is (1)-(3). A new graph removed by I* is 

shown in Fig. 5. 
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2 
5 

Fig. 3. Capacitil:!s are shown on arcs. Absence of them means 

infinite capacity. 

Fig. 4. 
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Following the same line as above, the next optimum initial set is I* = 

{(2),(4),(5)} and its optimum sequence is (2)-(5)-(4). The next new graph is 

shown in Fig. 6. Therefore the sequence (1)-(3)-(2)-(5)-(4)-(6)-(7) is opti-

mum. 

Fig. 5. New graph. 

Fig. 6. Next new graph. 
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